
Week 10: Doctor-patient interaction activity

Activity objectives: Although the text focuses on socioeconomic inequality, we’re going to
explore how a culture of invalidation, disbelief, and questioning the lived experiences of racial
minorities has contributed to increased morbidity for racial minorities and particularly for Black
Americans. The objective of this activity is to not only explore that culture of invalidation, but
also to learn how to arm ourselves with tools we can use to be taken more seriously at the
doctor’s, should we ever need to—or, should a loved one ever need us to help.

Last Night With John Oliver: We’re going to pick up where we left off several weeks ago with
John Oliver (and two very special surprise guests!) discussing racial inequality in medicine:
https://youtu.be/TATSAHJKRd8?t=664 (if there is time watch beginning at 11:04, otherwise
beginning at 15:02, then until 20:53). Again, enjoy both the data presented and the funny jokes!
(Note: a previous week’s activity sheet incorrectly described this video as a “TED Talk”. Sorry!)

Pair/partner activity: Today, we are going to role play what it’s like for a patient to go to the
doctor with a problem and not be believed. Turn to the person next to you. For the first half of
the allotted time, one person will play the role of doctor, and the other will play the role of
patient. Then, halfway through, switch off.

Doctor instructions: Your patient is presenting with pain. You don’t believe your patient’s
complaints of pain, and you’re really trying to go attend to other patients who have “actual”
medical problems.

Patient instructions: You’re presenting to the doctor’s office with some kind of painful condition
of your choosing. When the doctor doesn’t believe your symptoms, try employing the following
strategies:

1. Describe your pain in terms of function rather than feeling. For example, instead of
“These migraines are really painful”, try saying, “I’m unable to drive or work during my
migraines”.

2. Ask lots of questions. “What could this be? What else could it be? What should I do if the
symptoms get worse? Will that be enough? What if my symptoms aren’t controlled with
just ibuprofen?”

3. Be assertive. “I know my body, and something is wrong.” “This is not normal for me.”
“My symptoms are more serious than what we’re discussing.”

4. Ask for further testing. If your doctor refuses to send for further testing, ask “Could you
please note in my chart that you refused to do XYZ test on [today’s date] at [current
time]?”

5. Ask for a referral for a specialist, or a second opinion.

https://youtu.be/TATSAHJKRd8?t=664

